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Don t Forget
You don't need to study all of the content in Units 1B, 1C and 2C
— some of the themes are optional. See page 1 for more details.
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The UK Physical Landscape
Ah, the UK landscape. Majestic mountains, cracking coasts and raging flyers — I could go on all day...

VThe UK has large Upland and Lowland Areas, and Important Rivers
The UK'S main upland areas (orange and red on the map below) tend to be in the north and west of
the country, and lowland areas (green on the map) to the south and east.
Most cities are in Lowland areas and often on the UK'S main

I

jlveri — such as London (on the Thames), Liverpool (on the

Mersey) and Cardiff (on the Seyern_£stuary).

Grampian Mountains
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River Clyde
Lower Valley

mountain in the
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The Clyde river (see p.72)
has a wide lower valley
and flood plain.
The city of Glasgow is
situated on the flat eround

UK), the Grampians
are steep, rocky and
sparsely populated.
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Lake District

Tweed
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A national park that
is very popular with
tourists (see p.88),

Holderness Coast
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the Lake District is an
upland area that has
lots of glacial features.

Tyne
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The Holderness Coast

(see p.62) is made mainly
of soft boulder clay.
The cliffs are erodins
luicklv, which allows
landforms such as the

Spurn Head spit to form.
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Snowdonia is a glaciated
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uj^land area formed from rock
from an old volcano.
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It contains steep mountains,
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such as Snowdon, and

glaciated valleys (see p.85).
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The Fens are a flat,

^fe*<< low-iying, marshy area.
They used to be larger,
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Dorset Coast

There are bands of hard and soft rock in
the Dorset coast, which lead to landforms

such as stacks, arches and spits (see p.60).

J»9^^

You don't need to memorise this map

This is a lovely little introduction to the rest of the UK physical landscapes section. You don't need to learn the
exact locations of all these areas, but make sure you have a rough idea of the UK'S main geographical features.
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Coastal Weathering and Erosion
^/eathermg is the breakdown of rocks wher^they_are,
earned away by something, e.g. by seawater.

in is when the rocks are broken down and

ock is Broken Down by Mechanical and Chemical Weatherini
.y.-.'ica.-i-a'

D Mechanical weathering is the breakdown of rock without changing its chemical composition.

There's one main type of mechanical weathering that affects coasts — freeze-thaw weathering:
1) It happens when the temperature alternates above and below 0 °C (the freezing point of water).
2) Water gets into rock that has cracks, e.g. granite.
3) When the water freezes it expands, which puts pressure on the rock.
4) When the water thaws it contracts, which releases the pressure on the rock.
5) Repeated freezing and thawing widens the cracks and causes the rock to break up.

IEI

s

J

?1

2) Chemical weathering is the breakdown of rock by changing its chemical composition.
Carbonation weathering is a type of chemical weathering that happens in warm and wet conditions:
i

1) Rainwater has carbon dioxide dissolved in it, which makes it a weak carbonic acid.

2) Carbonic acid reacts with rock that contains calcium carbonate, e.g. carboniferous limestone,
so the rocks are dissolved by the rainwater.

_I

. . ^ „ —,„.:—

lavement is when Material Falls Down a Slope
D Mass movement is the shifting of rocks and loose material down a slope, e.g. a cliff.
It happens when the force of gravity acting on a slope is greater than the force supporting it.
2) Mass movements cause coasts to retreat rapidly.

Rockfalls:

Slumps: i

3) They're more likely to happen when the material is ^-— cl"ufc;:'-

%

full of water — it acts as a lubricant,

'< •;

and makes the material heavier.

4) You need to know about THREE
types of mass movement.

Material shifts
in a straight iine

Material shifts

Material breaks up
and falls down slope

^^/es Wear Away the Coast Using Three Processes qfJErosio|
1) Hydraulic power — waves crash against rock and compress the air in the cracks. This puts pressure
on the rock. Repeated compression widens the cracks and makes bits of rock break off.
2) Ah^sion — eroded particles in the water scrape and rub against rock, removing small pieces.
3) Attrition — eroded particles in the water smash into each other and break into smaller fragments.
Their edges also get rounded off as they rub together.
D
2)
3)

The waves that carry out erosional processes are called destructive waves:
Destructive waves have a high frequency (10-14 waves per minute).
They're high and sleep.

High, steep wave

4) Their backwash (the movement of the water back down the beach)

is more powerful than their swash (the movement of the water
i

up_the_bea£h). This means material is removed from the coast.

Backwash

Swash

—a

fREVISIO^
TIP

Practise sketching the three types of mass movement
This page is packed full of information, but it's just about how the coast is worn away and rocks are

broken down into smaller pieces. Make sure you can sketch the diagrams without looking at the page.
Unit 1 C — Coastal Landscapes in the UK
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Coastal Landforms Caused by Erosion
Erosion by waves forms many coastal landforms over long periods of time.
Waves Erode Cliffs to Form Wave-cut Platforms
D
2)

Waves cause most erosion at the foot of a cliff (see diagrams below).
This forms a wave-cut notch, which is enlarged as erosion continues.
3) The rock above the notch becomes unstable and eventually collates.

-^*"^^1^',."^""""'"^
Hard rock cliffs tend to be "'^
more vertical, and soft rock =

4) The collapsed material is washed away and a new wave-cut notch starts to form.

,(:liffs,tend to be more slopinq. E

""l""iNniiif-i7i''ii",a;i^

5) Repeated collapsing results in the cliff retreating.

6) A waye^LTLplatform is the platform that's left behind as the difLretreats.
Cliff retreats
New wave-cut
notch

Unstable rock

Erosion

Wave-cut

platform

\:&J

Wave-cut notch

Collapsed material

Material cleared

Headlands and Bays Form Where Erosion Resistance is Different
1) Soft rocks or rocks with lots of joints have low resistance to erosion.

Hard rocks with a solid structure have a hilgiueslstance to erosion.
2) Headlands and bays form where there are aitematmg_bands
of resistant and less resistant rock along a coast.

3) The less resistant rock (e.g. clay) is eroded quickly and this

B= Resistant rock
Q= Less resistant rock
=s^= Erosion

Bay

Headland
,7

forms a bay — bays have a gentle slope.

4) The resistant rock (e.g. chalk) is eroded more slowly and it's left
jutting out, forming a headland — headlands have steep sides.

i[-

(headlands are Eroded to form Caves, Arches and Stacks
p^3

s

1) Headlands are usually made of resistant rocks that have weaknesses like cracks.

2) Waves crash into the headlands and enlarge the cracks — mainly by hydraulic power and abrasion.
3) Repeated erosion and enlargement of the cracks causes a cave to form.
4) Continued erosion deepens the cave until it breaks through the headland
— forming an arch, e.g. Durdle Door in Dorset.

5) Erosion continues to wear away the rock supporting the arch, until it eventually collapses.
6) This forms a stack — an isQlated rock that's separate from the headland, e.g. Old Harry in Dorset.
Arch

Stack
Cracks

Cave

Arch

Collapsed material
s

»^:tri ^

—I Durdle Door, Dorset

Caves are eroded to arches, which are eroded to stacks
This might seem a bit of a complicated page to begin with but take your time to learn how each landform is created.
You could be asked about any individual landform in the exam, or about the whole process of formation.
Unit 1 C — Coastal Landscapes in the UK
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Coastal Transportation and Deposition
The material that's been eroded is moved around the coast and deposited by waves.

Itransportation is the Movement of Material!
Material is transported along coasts by a process called longshore drift:
1) Waves follow the direction of the prevailing
Direction material moves along the coast
(most common) wind.
->
2) They usually hit the coast at an oblique angle
0
0
0
-> swash
(any angle that isn't a right angle).
-> backwash
3) The swash carries material up the beach,
in the same direction as the waves.

Beach

4) The backwash then carries material down the beach
at right angles, back towards the sea.
5) Over time, material zigzags along the coast.

w

Sea
Direction of

prevailing wind

There are four other processes of transportation:
Traction — large particles
like boulders are pushed

/^^L^L

along the sea bed by the

II

force of the water.

Traction

Saltation

Saltation — pebble-sized
particles are bounced along
the sea bed by the
force of the water.

^:' ^.
:;';.

Suspension — smalt particles
like silt and clay are carrie<
along in the water.

Solution — soluble materials
dissolve in the water and are

••'. -• '. .: -•

•:::::-^::
Suspension

Solution

carried along.

^peposition is the Dropping of Material^
1) Deposition is when material being carried by the seawater is dropped on the coast. It occurs when water
carrying sediment slows down so that it isn't moving fast enough to carry so much sediment.
2) Coasts are built up when the amount of deposition is greater than the amount of erosion.
3) The amounLofinaterial that's deposit^ on an area of coast is increased when:

E

There's lots of erosion elsewhere on the coast, so there's lots of material avaiiable.

There's lots of transportation of material into the area.
4) Low_energy waves (i.e. slow waves) carry material to the coast but they're not strong enough
to take a lot of material away — this means there's lots of deposition and very little erosion.

Waves that deposit more material than they erode are called constructive waves.
1) Constructive waves have a low frequency (6-8 waves per minute).
2) They're low and long.
3) The swash is powerful and it carries material up the coast.

Low, long wave

4) The backwash is weaker and it dQes^rrt take a lot of material

back down the coast. This means material is deposited on the coast.

Backwash

Swash

The amount of erosion affects the amount of deposition elsewhere
processes for you to learn here but none of them are tricky. You might find it useful to draw yourself a diagram

of how longshore drift works — you'll get a feel for how the material is moved along the coast in a zigzag pattern.

Unit 1C — Coastal Landscapes in the UK
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Coastal Landforms Caused by Deposition
Here are some more landforms for you to learn about. This time it's all about deposition.

reaches are formed by Deposition

^
Constructive wave

High water

1; Beaches are found on coasts between the hieh water mark (the

mark

highest point on the land the sea level gets to) and the low water
mark (the lowest point on the land the sea level gets to).

/
L-l—

Y(

tl-

Low water mark

S(

Beach

2) They're formed by constructive waves (see p.57) depositing material like sand and shingle.
3) Sand and shingle beaches have different characteristics:

Sand beaches are flat and wide — sand particles are small and the weak
backwash can move them back down the beach, creating a long, gentle slope.

1

)hingle beaches are steep and narrow — shingle particles are large and the weak backwash carYt

move them back down the beach. The shingle particles J3uildjj^ and create a steep slope.

Deposited Sediment forms Spits, Bars and Sand Dunes
Spits
1) Spits form at sharp bends in the

1

coastline, e.g. at a river mouth.

Recurved end

Coast

2) Longshore drift transports sand and shingle

Material

past the bend and deposits it in the sea.
^tt
3) Strong winds and waves can curve the end
Ki^,
of the spit (forming a recurved end).
Longshore drift
4) The sheltered area behind the spit is protected from waves

2

Sheltered

area

\
Wt^1
^^^

— lots of material accumulates in this area, which means plants can grow there.
5) Over time, the sheltered area can become a mudjiat or a sajtinarsh.

I

l<

Spit

c

1) A bar is formed when a spit

1

Bay

2

Lagoon

joins two headlands together.

z

2) The bar cuts off the bay between
the headlands from the sea.
3) This means a lagoon can form behind the bar.

^^

Spit

^^

^^^

Bar

Sand Dunes

1) Sand_dynes are formed when sand deposited by
longshore drift is moved up the beach by the wind.

Vegetation

Driftwood
2) Obstacles (e.g. driftwood) cause wind speed to decrease so
sand is deposited. This sand is colonised by plants and grasses.
The vegetation stabilises the sand and encourages more sand
to accumulate there, forming small dunes called embryo dunes. =::
Embryo dune
3) Over time, the oldest dunes migrate inland as newer embryo
dunes are formed. These mature dunes can reach heights of yp_toJ_QjT[.

Mature dune

Bars are just spits that join two headlands together
In the exam, you might have to identify coastal landforms caused by deposition on photographs or diagrams.
It's not too tricky — just make sure you're familiar with the main features of each landform before the exam.
Unit 1 C — Coastal Landscapes in the UK
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Identifying Coastal Landforms
Ma£-skiils wi" come in very useful in your exam so it's worth practising them now.

,,UIIU'"l,"n'/^

"Identifying Landforms Caused by Erosio^

Have a look at ^

You might be asked to identify coastal landforms on a map in the exam. The simplest
thing they could ask is whether the map is showing erosional or depositional landforms,
so here's how to identify a few erosiona! iandforms to get you started:
Caves, Arches and Stacks
*

over

Cliffs

ii.

,^ia

^
PoinT-S

^,11111 ilnn""

*

o.1

~'Brook/l:l
p

for more on ^

reading maps,

Cliffs and Wave-cut Platforms

©
Chine

pages 170-171 ^

).

•A

<s

--^l53

yen

w

f^
v

Hundale Point

p

t

^

1 Bro

•^1

,\i*"¥

Stacks

v
Clou'ghton Field
A c—

•^

^I?

Wave-cut
^

0.

>>;

Mill

^

platform

>ng Nab

3P

v
Cro

Ness;

1) Caves and arches can't be seen on a

map because of the rock above them.
2) Stacks look like little blobs in the sea.

^

1) Cliffs (and other steep slopes) are
shown on maps as little black lines.
2) Wave-cut platform^ are shown as
bumpy edges along the coast.

Landforms Caused by Deposition
Identifying depositional landforms is easy once you know that beaches are shown in yellow
on maps. Here's how to identify a couple of depositional landforms:
Beaches

Spits
t-ra9t ,

1

*

JM.
•••'•s.

*

^ ^]1

Shingle beach

Sharp

{

..^^y

^/2;--?£

bend

-;,

ll^f^l

Spit

":^^s^\
/\>
.Barn^lty:-''

^'

•=3 'I

.-Scar ~ • •

1 Sand beach
1) Sand beaches are shown on maps
as pale yellow.
2) Shinele beaches are shown

as white or yellow with speckles.

fasvisioN^
TIP

1) Spits are shown by a beach that carries on out to sea,
but is still attached to the land at one end.

2) There might also be a sharp bend in the coast that
caused it to form (see p.58).

Make sure you can identify each landform on a map
There are some easy marks up for grabs with map questions, so learn this page. Practise looking for
landforms on any maps you can get hold of. Don't forget though, caves and arches can't be seen.

Reproduced with permission by Ordnance Survey9
@ Crown copyright 2016 OS 100034841
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UK Coastal Landscape

fotAWIP^}

The Dorset coast has lots of landforms — headlands, bays, arches, stacks, coves, tombolas, lagoons...

The Dorset Coast has Examples of many Coastal Landforms

II!

The Dorset coast is made from bands of hard rock (like limestone and chalk) and soft rock (like clay). The rocks
have been eroded at different rates giving headlands and bays and lots of other exciting coastal landforms.

il

Durdle Door

Durdie Door is a great example of an arch.
Erosion by waves opened up a crack in
the limestone headland, which became a

cave and then developed into an arch.
e

Lulworth Cove
l.t.

Lulworth Cove is a small bay formed after a gap was

t

eroded in a band of iimestone. Behind the limestone
is a band of clay, which m
^---

has been eroded away
to form the bay. The
same is now starting to
happen at Stair Hole
further west along the
coast.

^

^
Bournemouth

n

Durdle Door

Studland

/

b

Bay

Weymouth

The Foreland,

Old Harry

The Fleet
Lagoon

ff

and his Wife

Chesil Beach

Isle of

Swan age Bay

Lulworth Cove

Portland

Chesil Beach

Chesil Beach is a tomboio (a type of bar) formed
by longshore drift. It joins the Isle of Portland to
the mainland. Behind Chesil Beach is a shallow

lagoon called The Fleet Lagoon.
't^'.

. ^--:'^

Swanage Bay, The Foreland and Studland Bay
There are two bays with beaches called Swanage Bay
and Studland Bay. They're areas of softer rock (sandstone
and day). In between them is a headland called
The Foreland made from a band of harder rock (chalk).
The end of the
headland has been
eroded to become

a stack called Old
"<-^^
XQsSSs^S^

Harry and a stynm (a

^sst
..6

»-

T

collapsed stack) called
Old Harry's Wife.

You might have studied a different coastal landscape in class
If you've learnt about a different area, you can choose whether to revise that or the Dorset coastline for your exam.
Whichever example you decide to revise, make sure you know the names of all the landforms for that bit of coast.
Unit 1C — Coastal Landscapes in the UK
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Coastal Management Strategies

The a[m of coastal management is to protect people and the environment from the impacts of erosion
and flooding. Not alt coastal areas can be managed though — the amount of money available is limited.

Coa^^LDgfences Include Hard and Soft Enginetring
Hard Engineering

Soft Engineering

\4an_-made structures built to control the flow
of the sea and reduce fioodins and erosion.
Defence

Sea Wall

What it is

A wal! made out of a hard
material like concrete that
reflects waves back to sea.

Schemes set up using knowledge of the sea and its
processes to reduce the effects of flooding and erosion.
Benefits

Costs

It prevents erosion of the coast.
It also acts as a barrier to

which erodes under the wall.

It creates a strong backwash,
Sea walls are very expensive

prevent flooding.

to build and to maintain.
Gabions

Rock Armour

They're ugly to look at
and the wire cages can

A wall of wire cages fi I led

The gabions absorb wave

with rocks usually built at

energy and so redyce^.rosion.

the foot of cliffs.

They're cheap and easy to build. corrode overtime.

Boulders that are piled up
along the coast. (It's also

The boulders absorb wave

Boulders can be moved

inergy and so reduce
erosion and flooding.

aroLind by strong waves, so
they need to be replaced.

sometimes called rip-rap.)

It's a fairly cheap defence.
Groynes

Wooden or stone fences
that are built at right angles

They create wider beaches

They starve beaches further

which slow the waves. This

down the coast of sand,

Effl

to the coast. They trag
material transported by

gives greater protection from

making them narrower.

ioneshore drift.

They're a fairly cheap defence.

Narrower beaches don't protect
the coast as well, leading to
greater erosion and floods.

Beach Nourishment

Sand and shingle from
elsewhere (e.g. from the

It creates wider beaches
which slow the waves.

Taking material from the
seabed can kill organisms

seabed) or from lower down

This gives greater protection

the beach that's added to the

from flooding and erosion.

like sponges and corals.
It's a very expensive defence.
It has to be repeated.

longshore drift

and Reprofiling

/^.
.A

s&
Dune Regeneration

n

flooding and erosion.

upper part of beaches.
'.reatine. or restoring sand

Sand dunes provide a barrier

dunes by either nourishment,
or by planting vegetation to

between the land and the sea.

The protection is limited
to a small area.

Waye_energy is absorbed

stabilise the sand.

which prevents flooding and

Nourishment is very

erosion. Stabilisation is cheap.

expensive.

lAnother Option is to just do Nothing — Managed Retreat
1) Managed retreat (also called coastal realienment) involves removi.rig

. tf

current defences and allowing the sea to flood the land behind.
2) Over time the land will become marshiand, which then
protects the land behind from flooding and erosion.

1»&;

Breach in
old defences

New
3) It is a cheap and easy strategy, and it doesn't need maintaining.
marshland
The marshland can also create new habitats for plants and animals.
4) Because land is lost to the sea, choosing areas to flood can cause conflicts, e.g. flooding farmland would
affect the iivelihood of farmers. The saltwater can also have a negative effect on existing ecosystems.

fREVlSlON^
TIP

You might be asked to identify management strategies from a photo
Don't just learn the names of the different engineering strategies — make sure you know exactly what
they look like, how they work and a couple of benefits and disadvantages of each one.
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Worked Exam Questions
Have a read of these worked answers — they'll give you a good idea of what you need to write in the exam.
r?

1

II
r

8

II
I

II
11
II
II
lj

i!
j:E

tF

II
!;

I *

Stiidy Figure 1, a photograph showing coastal landforms.

Figure 1

1.1 Name the type of landform labelled A in
Figure 1.

A

Headland

[1]
*4i-

1.2 Explain how the landforms shown in
Figure 1 are formed.

=;'

Bay
•• t, •^
*(

^.e.a^^. a.nc'. l°.ay.s. .^?.rm .w.bere .'!:??.e.re .are

^•^

altematin^ ^ bands ^ of resistant an d I ess resistant

w; ?^. ^

^

**(«

.^

^

is:
?i

rock a\ong the^ coast The^ jess resjstant rock is

eroded ^uickl^ and this forms a ba^
[3]
[Total 4 marks]

';-

11
.1

2 Study Figure 2, a graph showing how the width of a beach
varied along its length in the years 2010 and 2015.

2.1 Name and describe the process of sediment transport
that caused these changes in beach width.

Figure 2
40

The sediment was transported by longshore drift.

-6,30

Waves follow the direction of the prevailinq wind,

I

hitting the coast at an oblique angle. The swash carries

II

^,

m

material up the beach, in the same direction as the

S 20
's

^
2010
'015

^ 10^
0
0 200 400 600 800 1000

waves. The backwash then carries material down the

Distance along beach (m)

beach at right angles ^0 ^-'''e J?each, back jt-owards J-he

.s.^?'. P.Yf.^. JL.I.r??.^'. .T.f.^.r.'.^.' ?.3?.^3?. .?.'.?.'?3. .^'?.^. .^??.?;. ."P?.^. .'?.^?.^.'?. .^?.?.T.^. ^^.?^.y. yy.t'.^r.^ .T?^.e.1^1.^.'. .1.^.
.^.^p.?.^.^. .?.^?/..?.'?.':'. .^i?i?.r. .^y.'?.e.^. '.t..'?. .^.'???.1.^4.
[4]

IE

EK

2.2 Name the type of wave acting on the stretch of coast shown in Figure 2.
Constructive waves

[1]

Ill

2.3 Give two characteristics of this type of wave.
i: ....^.<?.r!?.^^.'^..^?.Y^.?re.. 9.^.fr.e.^y.^.r!cy-.

2:... .Tbey. .b.a'/e a. .powe.r^uj. .s.wash-.
[2]

!'

[Total 7 marks]
' ;w''J;?!W3"?'.?S%-ss'^c'?'w

M

t

;%

.^h"
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Exam Questions
1

Study Figure 1, an Ordnance Survey® map of a coastal area in Devon.

1.1 The end of the spit is marked X on Figure 1. Give
the six figure grid reference for the end of the spit.

Figure 1

81
[1]
1.2 What is the distance

II 111 II II I fill 11111 III"/

You'll need to use a ruler and ^

between the end of the spit = ' \^ ^ ^ ^; ^yom of =

The Point,

^>'S, . Great

.1

X)^\"Hl"
x

w

t2t
SOUl

v '^

-'-

^

and Dawlish Warren station = Figure 1 to work this out. ^

'sr§

^

\

(

z

Lookout Station

^

at979786? -'//ii Fiininiii iiiimr

»-•

km

[1]

79

^

liS^^D.aw'lish Warren
1VKS& -

98

1.3 Explain how the spit shown in Figure 1 was formed.

0

99

2 centimetres to 1 kilometre (one grid square)
Kilometres

0

1

2

_1 .11. Lll_..l I l.J _L_1 I J__.1_J..J_).L

[2]
[Total 4 marlcsj

2

Study Figure 2, a news article about coastal defences in Cliffall, a UK coastal town.

Figure 2

HOPE FOR CLIFFALL'S COASTLINE
Work is due to start next week on new defences for the Cliffall coastline.

The town has been suffering from the effects of coastal erosion over the last
few years but it's hoped the new defences will prevent further problems.
The scheme will use a combination of defences, including groynes, dune
regeneration and beach nourishment. The work will be completed
gradually over the next four years, with the groynes the top priority.

^

^s£s^.

2.1 Describe one soft engineering strategy mentioned in Figure 2.

[1]
2.2 Give one advantage and one disadvantage of this soft engineering strategy.
Advantage:,
Disadvantage:

[2]
[Total 3 marks]
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Revision Summary
wraps up Coastal Landscapes in the UK — time to test yourself and find out how much you really know.
I that
• Try these questions and tick off each one when you getiLdght.

I''11

When you've done all the questions for a topic and are completely happy with it, tick off the topic.
Remember, you only need to learn two from Coasts, Rivers and Glacial Landscapes, so if you're not a coasts
sort of a person, you don't need to answer these questions — you can go straight onto rivers instead.

fe;:
w

II
:s

r

Is.

II

Weathering and Erosion (p.55-56)
1) How does freeze-thaw weathering break up rock?
2) Describe the process of chemical weathering.

D
a
D

3) What are the three types of mass movement?
4) What are the three types of erosion caused by waves? Explain how they work.
5) Give the characteristics of destructive waves.
6) How does a wave-cut platform form?
7) Describe how erosion can turn a crack in a cliff into a cave.

D
a

D

8) What is a stack?

Transportation and Deposition (p.57-58)

D

9) Apart from longshore drift, what are the four other processes of transport?

11

a

10) a) When does deposition occur?

:^
£r.

b) What can increase the amount of material that is deposited?
11) True or false: constructive waves have a weaker backwash than swash.

12) What are the characteristics of shingle beaches?

D

13) How do bars form?

a

14) How do sand dunes form?

Coastal Landforms (p.59-60) [_]
15) Why can't cracks, caves and arches be seen on a map?

D

16) What do stacks look like on a map?
17) h-low are cliffs shown on a map?

D

18) On maps, what do speckles on top of yellow shading tell you?
19) a) Name a coastal area which has erosional and depositional landforms.

D
D

b) Name one erosional landform in that area.

D

c) Name one depositional landform in that area.

Coastal Management (p.61-62) ||
20) Describe the difference between hard engineering and soft engineering
coastal management strategies.

21) What is a disadvantage of using sea walls as a coastal defence?
22) What are gabions?
24) What is managed retreat?

D
D

25) a) For a named coastline, explain why coastal management is needed.
b) Give examples of conflicts caused by coastal management along this coastline.

D

23) What is rock armour?

Unit 1C — Revision Summary
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The River Valley
You need to know what happens to the shape of a river valley and a river's gradient as it flows downhill.

FXIUverSTong Profile and Cross Profile Vary Over its^'^Lirse^l
1) The path of a river as it fifiws_downh.ill is called its coyLse.
2) Rivers have an ypper_course (closest to the source of the river),

Valley

a middle course and a lower course (closest to the mouth of the river).
3) Rivers form channels and valleys as they flowjGtovvnhlU.
4) They erode the landscape — wear it down, then transport
the material to somewhere else where it's deposited.

hChannel-1
Water

5) The shape of the vaiiey and channei changes along the river depending
on whether erosion or deposition is having the most impact (is the dominant process).
6) The long profile of a river shows you how the gradient (steepness) dTariges over the different courses.
7) The cross profile shows you what a cross-section of the river looks like.
Course j Gradient | Valley and channel shape | Cross profile
Long profile:

Upper

Steep

Middle

Medium

Lower

Gentle

Upland area,
e.g. mountains

/-

Source

^
%
%?-

/^

V-shaped valley, steep sides.
Narrow, shallow channel.

I

Gently sloping valley sides.

> s-

I;'.

Wider, deeper channel.

Very wide, almost flat valley.
Very wide, deep channel.

?

•T^
j

•/,

Body of water,
e.g. the sea or a lake

Mouth
•h

Vertical and Lateral Erosion Change the Cross Profile of a Rivef
Erosion can be vertical or lateral — both types happen at the same time,
but one is usually dominant over the other at different points along the river:

downwards erosion.

^1^11 '1111 II I III 111111)11,^

^ There's more on the processes E
- of erosion on the next page. ~-

j

"'/1'1" ' 11 ii 111 ii ifiii'iFi iii^

Vertical erosion

This deepens the river valley (and channel),
making itV-shaped. It's dominant in the
upper course of the river. High turbulence
causes the rough, angular particles to be
scraped along the river bed, causing intense

!1

^

Lateral erosion

This widens the river valley
(and channel) during the
formation of meanders (see page 69).

w

's

It's dominant in the middle and lower courses.
i

frE^5ION1
TIP

Long profile = gradient, cross profile = a cross-section of the river
Try sketching the cross profile diagrams and describing the shape of the valley and channel, just to check
you've got it all memorised. Make sure you learn where vertical and lateral erosion are more dominant.
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Erosion, Transportation and Deposition

?s;

la

As rivers flow, they erode material, transport it and then deposit it further downstream.

There are Four Processes of Erosion
1) Hydraulic action

f

The force of the water breaks rock particles away from the river channel.
2) Abrasion

Eroded rocks picked up by the river scrape and rub against the
channel, wearing it away. Most erosion happens by abrasion.
3) Attrition

Eroded rocks picked up by the river smash into each other and break into smaiieriragments.
Their edges also get rounded off as they rub together. The further material travels, the more
eroded it gets — attrition causes particle size to decrease between a river's source and its mouth.
4) Solution

^^^/i
^ flowing, the more" -^
^ erosion happens. ::

River water dissolves some types of rock, e.g. chalk and limestone.
..;

'"""iifiuiinv-'

^transportation is the Movement of Erodecf^^^^ten^
The material a river has eroded is transported downstream.
There are four processes of transportation:
Traction

Saltation

Large particles like boulders

/"s /'^ /"^

are pushed alone the river bed

by the force of the water.
Suspension
Smail particles like silt and clay
are carried along by the water.

Pebbie-sized particles are
bounced along the river bed

Traction

Saltation

by the force of the water.
Solution

iiB^B^B—
•;..- •: •• ••
•.-.

Suspension

Soluble materials dissolve in
Solution

the water and are carried along.

JDepqsition is When a River Drops Eroded Material
Deposition is when a river drops the eroded material it's transporting.
It happens when a river stows down (loses velocity).
There are a few reasons why rivers

slow down and deposit material: ^—^^ 1)

The volume of water in the river falls.

2) The amount of eroded material in the water increases.
3) The water is shallower, e.g. on the inside of a bend.
4) The river reaches its mouth.
I

..J

Learn the four processes of erosion and the four processes of transportation
There are lots of very similar names to remember here — try not to confuse saltation, solution and suspension.
^nd yes, solution is both a process of erosion and transportation. Get them fixed in your head before moving on.

jL
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River Landforms — Erosion
The processes of erosion on the previous page change the iandscape and create distinctive landforms.
Now's your chance to find out all about them, starting with waterfalls...

Waterfalls and Gorges are Found in the Upper Course ofaRJver
1) Waterfalls form where a river flows over an area of hard rock.

followed by an area of softer rock.
2) The softer rock is eroded (by hydraulic action and abrasiOfl)
more than the hard rock, creating a 'step' in the river.
3) As water goes over the step it erodes more and more

Step

y

-\ Soft rock

Hard rock

of the softer rock.

^

4) A steep drop is eventually created, which is called a waterfall.
5) The hard rock is eventually undercut
by erosion. It becomes unsupported
and collapses.
^.,

^

6) The collapsed rocks are swirled

More soft
rock eroded

1^
Waterfall

iround at the foot of the waterfall

f.

I

where they erode the softer rock
by abrasion (see previous page).
This creates a deep plunge pooi.

<

^
Ketr,eat

7) Over time, more undercutting causes
more collapses. The waterfall will

retreat (move back up the
channel), leaving behind a
steep-sided gorge.

Gorge

Plunge pool
i'Vip-.'wily^

s^r^7

Some Rivers Wind around lnterloc(ct^^urs^|

II
;^

1) In the upper course of a river
most of the erosion is vertically

Interlocking spurs
7—^

downwards. This creates

steep-sided, V-shaped vat leys.
2) The rivers aren't powerful

:'8
s

^

enough to erode laterally

(sideways) — they have to

I
s

i<*
at

.1

'-"»

^^' Sfi
"ft

wind around the high hillsides
that stick out into their paths

^
*

on either side.

*t

i
f

3) The hillsides that interlock with

each other (like a zip if you
were looking from above) as
the river winds around them

I

Interlocking spurs along
a river in Shropshire

are called interlocking spurs.

I

^

I i

Waterfalls, gorges and interlocking spurs are landforms resulting from erosion
Step over the hard rock and plunge into the pool — that's how I remember how waterfalls are formed.
Geography examiners love river landforms (they're a bit weird like that) so make sure you learn how they form.
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River Landforms"— Meanders

When a river's eroding and depositing material, meanders and ox^owjakes can form.

leanders are Formed by Erosion and DeposftTdn
Rivers develop large bends called meanders in their

Aerial view:

middle and lower courses, in areas where there are
both shallow and deep sections in the channel:

Direction of fastest current

•\) The current (the flow of the water) is

^

faster on the outside of the bend because
the river channel is deeper (there's ]e.ss
friction to slow the water down).

River d iff

2) So more erosion takes place on the

1
Outside of bend

>utside of the bend, forming river cliffs.

t

li

3) The current is slower on the inside
of the bend because the river channel is
shallower (there's more friction to slow

— erosion

the water down).

4) So eroded material is deposited on the
inside of the bend, forming slip-off slopes.
II

Slip-off slope

Inside of bend

— deposition
Cross-section:

River cliff

Inside of bend

— deposition

^\IIINI 11 II 1111111111 11111111111

Erosion of the outside bend takes '^

Outside of bend
— erosion

^ place by the processes of abrasion and ^

hydraulic action (see page 67). ^

Slip-off slope

Ill ' II III I I I I I ]|l|f i |KI||||||\C'

Ox-Bow Lakes are Formed from Meanders
Meanders get larger over time — they can eventually turn into an ox-bow lake:

@.

Erosion causes the outside

Deposition eventually j
cuts off the meander... J

to get closer...
7

@The river breaks throush this ;

w-

land, usually during a flood... :

^
K-

2

...until there's only a smalt bit
of land left between the
bends (called the neck).

^

^

-j ^^
r

i
/

®^—r.
...forming an ox-bow lake. '

@...and the river flows
along the shortest course.

EXAM
TIP

The features of meanders are formed by erosion and deposition
In the exam, don't be afraid to draw diagrams of river landforms — examiners love a good diagram and

they can help make your answer clear. Don't spend forever making them into works of art though...

UL
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River Landforms — Deposition
When rivers fiowjast, they erode the landscape. As they slow down, they make iandforms through deposition.
Flood Plains are Flat Areas of Land that Flood
1) The flood plain is the wide valley floor on either side of a river

Flood plain

which occasionally gets flooded.

i-

2) When a river floods onto the flood plain, the water sbw£_dQwn
and deposits the eroded material that it's transporting.
This builds up the flood plain (makes it higher).
3) Meanders migrate (move) across the flood plain, making it wider.
4) Meanders also migrate dovv'nstream, flattening out the valley floor.
5) The deposition that happens on the sUfhQfLsio^es of meanders

i

I

1-^^
1 i

!

!

E^^R

also builds up the flood plain.

^:^^^
5 are f°wd w the lower =
^

J-eyees are Natural Embankments

j

-'-'; course ofa river. r

"""ii;;'ii,n\c

1) Levees are natural embankments (raised bits) along the edges of a riYe!_channe[.

2) During a flood, eroded material is deposited over the whole flood plain.
3) The heaviest material is deposited closest to the river channel,
because it gets dropped first when the river slows down.

4) Over time, the deposited materiai builds up, creating ievees along the edges of the channel,
e.g. along the Yellow River in China.

Heavy material

[-

/

N>
S?S

Levees created after

flood

Channel edges

repeated flooding

1

JEstuaries are Tidal Areas Where the River Meets the

ts\

1) Estuaries are found at the mouth of a river, where it meets the sea.

II

The land is close to sea level and the river valley is at its widest.

2) The water here is tidal — the river level rises and falls each day.

3) The water floods over the banks of the river carrying the silt and sand onto the valley floor. .
4) As the tide reaches its highest point, the water is moving very slowly so the sediment is olej3oslted.
5) Over time, more and more mud builds up, creating large areas of mudflats, e.g. the Severn estuary.
6) At low tide, the wide, muddy banks are exposed.
Hiigh

tide p-rr

7
Silt and sand
carried onto the

valley floor

Land close
to sea level

Low tide

^

River channel

Mudflats
Sea

Deposition is common in the lower course of a river
Last few landforms to learn, I promise. These ones are all about the water slowing down and dropping stuff.
Make sure you know the characteristics of these landforms and you can describe the process of their formation.
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Identifying River Landforms
You can know all the facts about rivers, but if you don't know what their features look like on maps
then some of the exam questions will be a wee bit tricky, h-lere's something I prepared earlier...
Lines Tell you the Direction a River Flows

ss"-~

I

•

f^fw'

—!.

___

Contoyrjmes are the orange lines drawn all over maps. They tell you about the height of the land
(in metres) by the numbers marked on them, and the steepness of the land by how close together
they are (the closer they are, the steeper the slope).

@The height values get smaller towards

[t sounds obvious, but rivers can't flow

uphill. Unless gravity's gone screwy,

the west (left), so west is downhill.

a river flows from higher contour lines

to lower ones. Have a look at th is map

i'-M'^ii
^M^/^^'m:-:B

ofCawfell Beck:
11
\11 inii'r"

11/^

^'^ke a p^k at pages ^
~- 170-171 for more on ^
reading "1aPS'.
^iiiiTiin""""'

I

A V-shape is

<tu=^;

[?^lk

Cawfell Beck

^s

is flowing from
east to west

^

' ;^;^% MKZ

(right to left).

II

*

NS

Its
0

.^:t^-r;:-:))il:;.;?';,^iii

formed where
the contour lines
cross the river.

TheV-shape is
pointing uphill to
where the river
came from.

^ttUSis,:!

iBIBBUtEJ

contain Evidence for River Landforms

Exam questions might ask you to look at a map and give the evidence for a landform. Remember, different
landforms are found in the upper and lower course — you can use this evidence to help you identify them.
Evidence for the Upper Course

The nearby land is high (712 m).
*

Waterfalls are marked on
maps, but the symbol for
a cliff (black, blacky lines)

^t.
••••^ -<fi&.
^•^?•?
^ &.^^
"<<

The river crosses lots of contour
lines in a short distance, which
means it's steep.

>
\

and the close contour lines

v

The river's narrow (a thin blue line), i

:'^'f

are evidence for an upper-

-„.„)

course waterfall.

VN;

\

/.Sf::"''-^'

^

^.'

The contour lines are very close
together and the valley floor is
narrow. This means the river is j
in a steep-sided V-shaped valley. s

•T

Evidence for the Lower Course
*

S^;i7-2;

g^

\^

The nearby land is
low (less than 15m). |

^

The river meanders across a

IN

l^/

L;

?/

:<.

Bridge

lines so it's very gently sloping.

.«yi
taci

Golf
«1.
nge

\

\

The river doesn't cross any contour

w
Hll'ghhea

•II
\

-&

\
Eas

v

^

a ugh

f

ead

5;7
FB

^

9

The river's wid<
(a thick blue line).

^
?;

<?

v-

swt^M

large flat area (no contours),
which is the flood plain.

s

The river has large meanders
and an ox-bow lake may be
formed here.

Pay close attention to contour lines, height values and symbols
^ap questions can be a goldmine of easy marks — all you have to do is say what you see. You just need to
understand what the maps are showing, so read this page carefully, then see if you can remember it all.

Au

with permission by Ordnance Survey®
rown copyright 2016 OS 100034841
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UK River Landscape

>n E)

You can see many of the lanciforms of erosion and deposition from pages 68-70 along the River Clyde.

TI^Sfver Clyde Flows Through Scotland

Glasgow

1) The River Clyde is about 160 km long.

uo'

River Clyde
--i Area drained by
the River Clyde

^

2) Its source is in the Southern Uplands region of Scotland

1-

and the river flows north-west through Motherwel! and Glasgow.
3) The mouth of the River Clyde is an estuary on the west coast of Scotland.

-•,<

4) Here are some of the features and landforms in the va]!e^

that the River Clyde flows through:

SS^9JU

all
yss

ngbank
ti-.

The River Clyde's

The river's estuary is about
34 km west of Glasgow
— the estuary is about
3 km wide. These areas
next to the river channel
show the mudflats, which

flood plain

;*;

//

Glasgow is built on the
flood plain of the River Clyde.
The land is about 5 m above sea
level on either side of the river.

are exposed at low tide.

^

The river
meanders
between

Motherwell

's

Glasgow

\

\
I.

and Glasgow.

The Falls of Clyde are four

^.Motherwelt" '

<s,

%
•"8

•\1.

\
\

\

There are interlocking spurs
at Crawford. The spurs are

\

s,

\

Lanark

%
°0

\

There's also a gorge along this
part of the river, formed by the
waterfalls retreajjng. There
are steep cliffs along the banks
of the river, then at the top of
the gorge the land flattens out.

/

\

A-

.<»

/

\

/
/•

0^

waterfalls near Unark. The
highest fall is CQrrouLmn—
it's about 2Zm high.

/

•%

°fc
\

between 300 and 500 m high.

/

^,
/

-iy

^

1
^-

SNCr^ford
». ^

Cra

^

^
1

Corra Linn

There's an ox-bow lake starting
to form from a meander in the
New Lanark area.

The River Clyde's got it all
Almost all of the landforms you've studied so far in this section are found at some point along the River Clyde.
You need to know and be able to identify the landforms of a named UK river valley, so get learnin' about one.
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River Discharge and Flooding
We've not really talked much about the actual water in a river. Well, all that's about to change — hooray.

River Discharge is the Volume of Water Flowing in a River
RiyeLdischarge is just the volume of water that flows in a river per second. It's measured in cumecs —
cubic metres per second (m3/s). Hydrographs show how the discharge at a certain point in a river changes
over time in relation to rainfall:
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Lag time happens because most rainwater doesn't land directly in the river channel — there's a delay
as rainwater gets to the channel. It gets there by flowing quickly overland (called surface runoff,
or just rynoff), or by soaking into the ground (called infiltration) and flowing slowly underground.

l^jvers Flood due to Physical and Human Factors
FjoodjrigJ.iappens when the level of a river gets so high that it spills over its banks. The riverjevd
increases when the discharge increases because a high discharge means there's more water
in the channel. This means the factors that increase discharge can cause flooding:
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After a Long period of rain, the soil becomes
satuiated. Any further rainfall can't infiltrate,

Heavy rainfall means the water arrives too rapidly for

which increases runoff into rivers. This increases

infiitration, so there's a lot of runoff. This increases

discharge quickly, so flooding is more likely.

discharge quickly, increasing the risk of a flood.

Geology (rock type)

ClaY_soi!s and some rocks, e.g. granite and shale,
are impermeable (i.e. they dorrt allow infiltration)
so runoff is increased. When it rains, discharge
increases quickly, which can cause a flood.

Relief (change in the height of the land)
If a river is in a steep-sided valley, water will reach
the river channel much faster because water flow

more quickly on steeper slopes. Discharge increases
rapidly, increasing the flood risk.

Changing the land use, e.g. by building on it or removing trees, can also increase the flood risk.
Buildings are often made from impermeable materials, e.g. concrete, and they're surrounded by
roads made from tarmac (also impermeable). Impermeable surfaces increase runoff and drains
quickly take runoff to rivers — discharge increases quickly, so there's a greater risk of flooding.
2) Trees intercept rainwater on their leaves, which then evaporates. Trees also take up water from
the ground and store it. This means cutting down trees increases the volume of water that
reaches the river channel, which increases discharge and makes flooding more likely.
D

You get lag time because rainwater doesn't fall directly into the river channel
.s

1

Irographs are a good way of showing the changes in river discharge when there is a storm or lots of rainfall.
sure you know how the factors shown affect peak discharge and lag time and how this can cause flooding.
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Hard vs Soft Engineering
Floods can be devastating, but there are a number of different strategies to stop them or lessen the blow.
t«

jStrategies^can be classed as Hard Engineering or Soft Engineering J
There's debate about which strategies are best, so you'll need to
know the benefits and costs of a few of them.

H^^Eri^ineering Strategies can Reduce the Risk of Flooding Occurring
Hard Engineering

Man-made structures built to control the flow of rivers and reduce flooding.
Method

What it is

Benefits

Reservoirs store water,

Dams and
reservoirs

especially during periods
Dams (huge walls) are built of prolonged or heavy
across the rivers, usually in rain, reducing the risk of
flooding.
the upper course.
A reservoir (artificia! lake)
is formed behind the dam.

The river's course is

Channel

straightening

straightened — meanders
are cut out by building
artificial straight channels.

Embankments

Raised walls are built alons
the river banks.

The water in the reservoir

can be used as drinking
water and to generate
hydroelectric power (HEP).

Flood relief
channels

important areas or take
it elsewhere if the water

level in the river gets
too high.

Dams are very expensive to build.
Creating a reservoir can flood
existing settlements.

Eroded material is deposited in
the reservoir and not along the
river's natural course so farmland
downstream can become
less fertile.

Water moves out of the

Flooding may happen downstream

area more quickly because

instead, as water is carried there
faster.

it doesn't travel as far
— reducing the risj< of

flooding.

There's more erosion downstream
because the water's flowing faster.

The river can hold mon
water so it will flood Less

They're quite expensive and there's

frequently, protecting
buildings on the flood
plain.

Channels are built that
divert the water around

Disadvantages

a risk of severe floodine if the
water rises above the level of the

embankments or rf they break.

Flooding is prevented

There will be increased discharge

because river discharge is
reduced.

where the relief channel rejoins the
river (or joins another river) which
could cause flooding in that area.
If the water level gets too high
for the relief channels they could

Gates on the flood relief
channels mean that the
release of water can be
controlled.

also flood.

Make sure you know the disadvantages as well as the benefits of each strategy
Flooding can be a nightmare. But, as luck would have it, there are plenty of strategies to reduce the impacts.
What's less lucky is that they might come up in the exam, so get learning what they are, and their pros and cons.
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Hard vs Soft Engineering

w

The table on the previous page gives some of the disadvantages of hard engineering strategies.
Because of these drawbacks, soft engineering strategies can sometimes be a better solution.

I Soft Engineering Strategies can Reduce the Effects of Floodjni
Soft Engineering

Schemes set up using knowledge of a river and its processes to reduce the effects of flooding.

IIMethod

What it is

Benefits

Disadvantages

The impact of flooding is
reduced — warnings give
people time to move possessions
lirs, put sandbags in
position and to evacuate.

Warnings don't stop a flood
from happening.
People may not hear or have
access to the warnings.

t

The Environment Agency
Flood
warnings

warns people about

possible flooding through
TV, radio, newspapers and
the internet.

II
Buildings are modified
I-

Preparation

The impact of flooding is

cause. People make plans

damaged and people know what
people a false sense of
to do when a flood happens.
security.
People are also less likely to
It's expensive to modify
worry about the threat of floods.

for what to do in a flood

—they keep items like

I
s
!

torches and blankets in a

guarantee safety from a

reduced — buildines are less

flood and it could give

homes and businesses.

handy place.
The risk of flooding is reduced

fe

I

Preparation doesn't

to reduce the amount of
damage a flood could

— impermeable surfaces aren't
building on parts of a flood
i, e.g. buildings and
plain that are likely to be
roads. The impact of flooding is
affected by a flood.
also reduced — there aren't any
buildings to damage.
Restrictions prevent

Flood plain
zoning

Planting trees in the
river valley increases

Planting trees interception of rainwater
and also increases the

lag time.

reduced. Vegetation reduces

aren't any other suitable
building sites.
It's no help in areas that
have already been built on.

Less land is available for
farming.

soil erosion in the valley and
provides habitats for wildlife.

There is less risk of flooding

River

making the river more
natural, e.g. by removing

restoration

man made levees, so that

downstream because discharge
is reduced. Little maintenance
is needed as the river is left in its
natural state and there are better
habitats for wildlife.

naturally.

urban area is limited if there

Discharge and flood risk are

River restoration involves

the flood plain can flood

The expansion of an

Local flood risk can

increase, especially if
nothing's done to prevent
major flooding.

Another big table of costs and benefits to learn
Soft engineering strategies work with the river's natural processes, so they tend to be more environmentally friendly
{han hard engineering strategies. They do have drawbacks though — a big one is that they may not prevent flooding.
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Time to put your knowledge to the test... We've made life easier for you by giving you the answers to the first
page of practice exam questions. Read over them to get an idea of what your exam answers should be like.
1

Study Figure 1, which shows the long profile of a river.
Figure 1

1.1 Which part of the river is
labelled A in Figure I?
Shade one oval only.

500-

A
u

^e
£1

A Mouth C?

°iT3

B

^

B Source ^

'S
S
ffi

c

co

C Lower course C?

0
0

D Channel 0

300

Distance along river (km)

[1]

1.2 Describe the cross profile at the points labelled B and C in Figure 1.

Cross profile at point B: ..Tbe.vaJJeJ.JSY7sh.aJ?.e^..wl?.h.s^eeP.SJ^e.s...The.ch?.nn^
Cross profile at point C:. .Tbe. .va'.'eY. .ls .yerX .wl<:!e .an.^. .a.'mos?. .^.a^;.7}1e. .c!1anne'. !s. Yely. .wlc'.e .an^. .^e.e!?'.
1.3 Explain why the upper course of a river valley has a different cross profile from the lower course.

.'.n .^he .U.P.P.er course'. ^!3^.. ^r^^ce ^.L?ses. ^?.^.b;. ?p.9.^J.^.r. .p.^'.(?!?.s. .^.9. !?.e. .?.c.^?.p.^. ?!?.t?.3. .^.?. ^y.e.r.. i??.^;.
causing intense yer^'ca[ .erosi9n;.. Th's .^eeP.ens. .^11e. .l'.'.Yer .ya.'!eY. .(an^. ?:.'?a.r?.t? ?.).'. .>??.^.^ln9. .l.^.y.-.si'1.?.t?.^4.
.'.n .^).e..ower. .c.ours€. of.a. r'yer'. Ja^era'. er.os.'on ls .4?.m!nar1.^'. .w.lc{er"n3 .?J?.e. r.'y.^r. va'.'.ej. .^n^. .c.'' an.n.e?l'.
[4]
2

[Total 9 marks]

Study Figure 2, which shows some of the engineering
strategies used to combat flooding along the River Joiner.

2.1 What engineering strategy has been

Figure 2

used to protect Moritt?

Key
Current river course

^ Chan n e[ strait hte n i n^

Old river course

[1]
2.2 Explain how the engineering strategy at

Moritt could cause problems in Fultow.

Moritt

Fultow
Do nothing
Portnoy
Flood plain
zoning

Channel strai^htenin^ may cause

.f'00^1 n3. °r. Ln c.rease^..eros'on .aJi. !:UJ.^OW.'?ecausf. .^^^^
[2]

2.3 Describe the engineering strategy being used at Portnoy and explain its benefits.
Floo^ pja[n coning. Rreve.l?.t?. J?.^?.P.I.^ . !:?^1.'.<:'.'.1?3. .9^. P.a.!^?. .P.f.?. .f.?.?.^. Pl?1.1?. .^h^.?C?. .'.'.^?.'Y. ^.?. ???.4.

jt reduces the^ risk .of.floodjng^becaus^ .i.irlperiT1eable^ surfaces^ aren't created, e.g.^ .buijdinc|s and ^ roads
It a\so reduces the^ jmpact .of flooding .because there ^aren't^ any ^houses or roads to ^be damaged
p]
[Total 6 marks]
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1

Study Figure 1, which shows storm hydrographs for two rivers.
i-50
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1.1 Peak rainfall around the River Dorth was at 06:00 on day 1 . What was the lag time?
[1]
1.2 Which river is more likely to flood? Outline one reason for your answer.

[2]
1.3 The land around the River Seeton has been paved and built on. Suggest how land use in the
catchment of the River Seeton might affect the shape of the hydrograph in Figure 1.

[2]
[Total 5 marks]

2 Study Figure 2, which shows a landform that is
likely to be found in the upper course of a river.

Figure 2

2.1 Explain the formation of this landform.
;<..;

-••

•^

.••;:

.a

B
[Total 4 marks]
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Revision Summary
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That's it for River Landscapes. Now it's time to see how much information your brain has soaked up.
Try these questions and tick off each one when you get it right.
• When you've done all the questions for a topic and are completely happy with it, tick off the topic.

River Valley Profiles and Processes (p.66-67) [
1) What does a river's long profile show?
2) Describe the cross profile of a river's middle course.
3) Name the part of the river course where vertical erosion is dominant.

D

II

D

4) What's the difference between abrasion and attrition?

5) Name two processes of transportation.
6) When does deposition occur?

81

Features of Erosion and Deposition (p.68-70) ||
7) Where do waterfalls form?

8) How is a gorge formed?
9) What are interlocking spurs?

a
D

10) a) Where is the current fastest on a meander?
b) What feature of a meander is formed where the flow is fastest?

11) Name the landform created when a meander is cut off by deposition.
12) What is a flood plain?
13) Where are estuaries found?

D
D

14) Outline the main features of a river estuary.

Evidence for River Landforms (p.71-72)
15) What do the contour lines on a map show?
16) Give two pieces of map evidence for a waterfall.
17) Give two pieces of map evidence for a river's lower course.
18) Suggest what you might look for to identify an estuary on a map.
19) What features would you expect to see in a photo of a flood plain?
20) List the main landforms of a named river landscape.

D
D
D

D

Flooding and Flood Defences (p.73-77)
21) What is river discharge?

22) What is lag time?
23) Describe two physical factors that can cause floods.
24) Explain how cutting down trees can increase flooding.

D
D

25) Define hard engineering.
26) Define soft engineering.
27) Describe how channel straightening reduces the risk of a flood.

28) Describe the disadvantages offload warnings.

a

29) Describe the advantages of river restoration.

30) a) Using a named example of a flood management scheme, explain why the scheme was needed.
b) Give two features of the scheme and explain how they reduce the flood risk.
c) Describe the social issues caused by the scheme.
Unit 1C — Revision Summary
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Revision Summary

Right, you've reached the end of Glacial Landscapes — time to see how much of it you can remember.
Try these questions and tick off each one when you get it right.
When you've done all the questions for a topic and are completely happy with it, tick off the topic.

Glacial Erosion and Glacial Landforms (p.81 -82)
1) Describe the maximum extent of ice in the UK during the last ice age.
2) Describe two ways that ice erodes the landscape.
3) What is rotational slip?
4) Explain what freeze-thaw weathering is.

D
a

5) What is a corrie?

6) How does a pyramidal peak form?
7) Give an example of a pyramidal peak.
8) Explain how a hanging valley forms.
9) What is a glacial trough?
10) What is bulldozing?

D

D

11) Describe the formation of outwash.

Glacial Deposition (p.83) L

a

12) Give one difference between lateral and ground moraine.

13) Where is medial moraine deposited?

D

14) Describe the formation of terminal moraine.

15) Describe what a drumlin looks like.
16) What is an erratic?

Identifying Glacial Landforms (p.84-85) Q

D

17) How would you identify a pyramidal peak on a map?
18) How would you identify an arete on a map?
19) Describe what a glacial trough looks like on a map.
20) Give an example of a glacial trough.
21) What does a ribbon lake look like on a map?
22) a) Give an example of a glaciated upland area in the UK.
b) Name some of its major features of erosion.
23) How would you identify a corrie in a photograph?

D

a
D

D

24) Describe what an arete looks like.

Land Use in Glacial Landscapes (p.86-88)
25) Describe the types of farming that commonly take place in glacial landscapes.
26) Name three economic activities, other than farming, that take place in glacial landscapes.
27) Give two examples of conflicts that might be caused by quarrying in glacial landscapes.
28) Describe the conflicts caused by a type of land use other than quarrying in glacial landscapes.
29) Describe the economic impacts of tourism on glaciated upland areas.
30) Give two strategies that might be used to manage the social impacts of tourism.
31) Explain why tourists are attracted to one glacial area you have studied.
32) Using a named example, describe the social impacts of tourism on a glaciated area.
33) For a named upland area, describe one way that environmental impacts
of tourism have been managed.

a

D
D
D
a

a
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